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°
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J
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At home, the child is en-
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couraged from infancy to bend his
little energies to outdo his playmates.
At school, the teacher touches the same
spring, and appeals to this instinct,
by a regular system of prizes, rankcards, rolls of honor, and rewards of
various kinds.
The method proves
fairly successful, we grant; though it
is possible that the stimulation of the
average majority hardly outweighs
the discouragement of the hard working, dull in intellect, and the nervous
strain upon the quicker and more sensitively organized. That the teacher's
work is materially lessened, there is no
doubt. It is far easier to rouse a spirit
of rivalry than a spirit of praiseworthy
ambition to do one's best; the instinctive desire for recognized superiority
can be much more readily developed
than interest in the work for the work's
sake. But it is questionable whether
the results obtained compensate for
the warping of the child's nature. A
principle so instilled into his mind
must actuate him through life. Competition in business, sectarianism in the
church, partisanism in politics, all useful within proper bounds, but pernicious when carried to excess, are the
natural outgrowth of .such training.
A generous rivalry, under proper conditions, may be invaluable.
This
deeply rooted instinct of human nature
should not be ignored by any means.
But are we justified in relying so fully
on this, as almost utterly to neglect the
cultivation of a spirit of real interest in
school work, of honesty and justice in
business life, of Christian love in church
relations, and of patriotism in State
affairs?
The decision lies almost

wholly in the hands of the parent and
the teacher, and on them the responsibility must rest.

1'fIIE over-hasty publication of idle
rumors and exaggerated reports is
fast making the unreliability of newspaper statements a by-word.
In a
large daily newspaper it is simply impossible to verify every item ; but even
here fewer errors would occur if the
rare question, "Is it true?" was
occasionally substituted for the more
familiar, " Will it take? " The editorial columns, however, in any publication, can and should truthfully express
the editor's own convictions.
The
temptation is strong to write something
that will sound well, or please the readers, or too often " anything to fill up."
This lack of sincerity in writing cannot be too severely condemned. No
man has a right to help mould public
opinion by putting forth sentiments
that he does not himself believe. Even
our college magazines exert more or
less influence', although comparatively
limited in their range. But, aside from
this consideration, no student can afford
to fall into a habit of loose and insincere writing,—a habit seldom broken,
when once established. Such a writer
speedily loses not only all regard for
truth, but even the ability to discriminate between truth and falsehood, so
blended together do they become in his
mind.
If one is either unwilling or
unable to write or speak as he honestly
thinks, let him hold his peace for the
sake of his own self-respect, if for no
other reason.

THE BATES STUDENT.
ERHAPS a brief history of the proceedings which have finally culminated in the establishment of a College
Council will be of interest to our readers.
It will be remembered by most
of ns that at our last Commencement
a committee was appointed by the Hoard
of Trustees to investigate the various
systems of government in other colleges, and report what, in their judgment, would be best for Bates. At a
meeting of the Executive Board of the
college on Saturday, November 15th,
this committee made its report, and
advised that a College Council, consisting of ten members, be elected by the
students, as follows: four from the
Seniors, three from the Juniors, two
from the Sophomores, and one from
the Freshmen. The students were invited to send representatives to this
meeting, and committees of three were
elected by the four classes, making in
all twelve men, who were present and
heard the report of the committee before the Executive Board. After the
adoption of the report by the Board,
it was moved by Nathan W. Harris,
Esq., that a committee of six, consisting of two members of the Executive
Board, two of the Faculty, and two
students be appointed to provide the
details of the new system of government. The motion was passed and the
following gentlemen were appointed :
Henry W. Oakes, Esq., Nathan W.
Harris, Esq., Professor Stanton, Professor Chase, F. L. Pugsley, '91, and
C. C. Ferguson, '!)2. This committee
met on Tuesday, November 18th, and
decided upon the details and appointed
a sub-committee,consisting of Professor
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Chase, F. L. Pugsley, andC.C. Ferguson, to make a suitable copy of these
to he presented to the Executive Board,
the Faculty, and the students. Each
of these bodies ratified the " Articles
of Agreement" thus prepared and
presented on Wednesday, November
19th, and in accordance with their provisions the members of the Council
have all been elected except the member from the Freshman class, who will
be chosen as soon as the class is able
to obtain a quorum to do business.
Many of the class had gone home before notice could be given of a meeting for the election. It will doubtless
take place early next term.
A copy
of the " Articles of Agreement" will
be found published elsewhere in this
issue.
We believe that through this Council
the students have the opportunity to
test thoroughly the theory of college
government by the student body, for,
while the Faculty have the power to
overrule the acts and opinions of the
Council, they are agreed to leave the
government in the hands of the Council
as long as that body shows itself competent to manage the affairs of the
college justly and honorably.
The
only danger that seems to us to lie in
the way of the complete success of
this new arrangement, is negligence on
the part of the students and on the part
of the members of the Council in particular to do their full and honest
duty by the' faithful discharge of their
obligations to themselves and the college. If this is done they will find all
they desire in the results that it is possible to attain, and the Faculty will
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only he too glad to be relieved of the
irksome responsibility which, under the
former arrangement, they felt in duty
hound to assume.
THE new rule for the selection of
committees—"One from each society and one from neither "— has been
fully appreciated.
But the fact that
the law was necessary is none the less
deplorable, for it shows that the society
lines are being more and more sharply
drawn ; that even now a committee of
two from one society, and one from the
other cannot he fully trusted to award
prizes.
This prejudice is the great
evil our two societies arc fostering. If
there is any public exercise, the first
thing done by the student is to count
the number of participants belonging
to our society, (hen to complain of the
decision, if they are in the minority,
or use it as another taunt against the
other society, if in the majority. If a
prize is awarded, not " Who deserved
it?" but " Which society got it?" is
the principal question. Class leaders,
editors, hall players, all, in fact, are
ranged on society bases.
When both
sides are so zealous, it is not strange
that one cannot he trusted to judge the
other, and the new ride may prevent
one of the evil effects hut leaves the
cause untouched. The societies themselves are the only ones that can
remedy this, and the effort should certainly he made. No student can have
a well trained mind who graduates with
this society fever, for it leaves ineffaceahle marks.
In college it divides the
students into two classes, who are perpetually magnifying their own virtues

and their opponents' deficiencies ; out
of college it continues in other forms
of higotry, for once adapt the vision
to party glasses and the mind acquires,
with deplorahle rapidity, a permanent
hias, a sort of myopy in the top eye,
to speak psychologically. Instead of
my society it will he, my party, my
church, my opinion, and eventually my
self. No one enjoys people of this character, yet it is in such small things as
rivalry that the evil begins.
It is one of the essential conditions
of happiness to consider one's own lot
as good if not hetter than others, hut
it is not so well to impose that opinion
on them. Nothing is more helpful to
character than picking virtues in your
opponents. And for first exercise try
ranking students as if you belonged to
the other society, and at least in all
terms (except the fall !) spend less time
in hunting for their deficiencies. Only
with a mind trained to see good and
evil, without regard to party, can a
man become truly successful. Quack,
pedagogue, or politician he may he,
hut never a true physician, scientist,
or statesman.
LL who are interested in the welk fare of Bates students should find
cause for thankfulness that there has
heen, comparatively, so little sickness
in the past among the students. On
account of the healthful location, sickness here has been a rare thing, but
health is not contageous, and even in
the pure atmosphere of Lewiston students are not wholly free from the
liability to sickness. Sickness in college is no pleasant experience, and
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sometimes more even than medical
attendance is needed. Although it has
frequently happened that students have
had reasons for gratitude for the kindness of Lewiston's physicians, yet it is
often true that as much depends upon
proper care as upon proper medicine.
There may be times when as good care
will be given by a room-mate as hy a
hired nurse ; fortunate is the sick student that has such a room-mate ; hut
not all are thus hlessed, for, though
having a keen interest in one another's
welfare, the majority of students are
wholly unused to caring for the sick.
Taking up the Orient, a few days ago,
we noticed that a fund had been estahlished to he used in seeming medical
attendance for students in case of
illness at college. This seems a step
in the right direction, and we wish there
might he a similar fund at Hates, to he
used in securing not only medical
attendance hut also proper care and
needed articles for those who are
obliged to he sick while at college and
are unable to he removed to their homes.
While other needs of the college are
great, and the want of an ohservatory,
together with other improvements, is
sorely felt, yet such a fund seems to
he of more present importance. Nor
would such a fund need to be large.
A fund sufficient for the establishment
of a scholarship would go very far in
this direction, and would certainly be
doing more good, in a time of sorest
need, to the student dependent on his
own exertions and struggling for an
education, than a scholarship. It would
always he doing good, because it would
always be used in a time of need.
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I'R value to the world is dependent
largely upon OUT health and
strength, and each of us is in duty
bound to keep unimpaired the vital
powers that God has given.
Worth
and noble purpose are of no avail, if
we have not the physical stamina to
carry out our designs. A weak, broken
constitution often binds an active mind
in fetters that it cannot break. Many,
actuated by the noblest impulses, have
studied long and patiently only to find
themselves hampered and Inefficient
because of ill health. More and more
are the results of thoughtlessness in
our habits of study becoming apparent,
and the subject calls for our earnest
attention. No one can afford to sacrilice a strong constitution in order to
take degrees or to pursue favorite
studies, yet this is just what is being
done by many students in the institutions of learning throughout the
country. Hundreds of graduates leave
our colleges every year who have used
up their physical strength by incorrect
habits of study to such an extent that
they are unfit for any active pursuit.
Real worth is wasted in this way to an
alarming extent. The gymnasium is
expected to do everything in the line
of repairing the exhausted body, and
when it fails we wonder why we are
not as strong as we were a few years
awo. The bad air of our studies and
of the recitation rooms more than
offset all that is gained by mechanical
exercise. The great trouble, I think,
lies in the fact that we exercise too
little in the open air. We are wont to
cling too closely to our over-heated,
ill-ventilated rooms.
If we a9 stu-
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dents would exercise our common sense
and attend to the condition of the air
about us, we might leave college in as
good health as when we entered. Without pure air at all times the mind cannot be fully developed, as the body
cannot retain its vitality.

matter, we would be very grateful to
those who have not yet sent in their
dollar, if they would send it at once
in order that we meet the expenses of
the present year's paper promptly.

LITERARY.
T'HE winter vacation should lie a
time of review to every student.
Not a study review perhaps so much
as a review in thought of what they
have accomplished the past year; to
what degree their capabilities have
been increased ; in what respects they
have failed to improve- their opportunities ; how they might have improved
upon methods adopted by them for
their advancement, etc. This line of
thought honestl}' pursued by every
student would be of great benefit in all
their future work. The weak places
in their mode of study would be made
strong, the strong places stronger.
The neglected opportunities of last
year would be improved the present
year, and improved opportunities disclose new opportunities. There would
soon be no need of thought to determine
our improved capabilities ; they would
be very evident to ourselves and others.
Let each student, then, this vacation
make this thoughtful review, and make
it fairly and honestly.
FERHAPS in no better way can we
show our loyalty to the college than
by supporting a good live college magazine. Now it is needless to say that
money is needed to run a publication
well, and as those whom we are obliged
to pay will fully agree with us in this

L'ANGELUS.
1*,Y N. G. B., '!U.
God pat into the artist's soul a thought
Of heauty and of truth. Straightway upon

The blank, unmeaning canvas be wrought out,
With skillful hand, a symbol of this thought,
That all who saw might read and understand
What God had said to him.
A level stretch of field, balf-harvested;
Two figures in the foreground, with bowed
heads;
Around them, marks of sordid toil; afar
A church tower rising 'gainst the dark'ning
sky;
And over all a brooding stillness, through
Which seemed to fall upon the listening air
The distant bell's clear call to evening prayer.
This was the picture.
One day, half-doubting whether he had made
His meaning clear, the artist called a friend
Into his studio, and bade him read
The hidden message be had written there.
"Tome," the friend replied, " it means there is
No use in prayer. In blind, unquestioning
faith
These worshiping peasants stand beneath a
dumb,
Black sky. No voice from Heaven the silence
hreaks.
Where is their answer? Where ?"
The painter smiled
And seized his brush. The murky darkness of
The sky he pierced with one swift stroke, and

lol
A single golden beam of light broke thro'
The rift, and flashed God's answer from the
cloud.
The gray sky seemed to lift and arch itself;
The landscape wider grew; the sunset gleam
Fell on the bowed beads tenderly, and lent
To all the scene aglow of promise and of hope.
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Tho' few can wield the painter's magic brush,
Yet are we all God's artists. Some deep
thought
Of beauty and of truth He sends into
Each waiting soul to he wrought out into
A human life. We mix the colors with
Unskillful hand. Brown fields beneath our
feet,
Gray sky o'erhead, our vision hounded by
The dull routine of life. En dumb despair,
Or ignorant, faith, we take what each day
brings,
Nor dream that life's horizon may stretch out

To distance infinite; the lowering sky
Be lost in unknown azure depths; the half
Unconscious prayer bring Heaven's blessing
down,
And make the darkness light. We scarce
discern
The hidden meaning of our lives, until
Some kindly hand, with tender touch, breaks
through
The gathering gloom, and with one cheerful
ray
Of loving sympathy illumines all
The sombre scene, and makes it beautiful.
To widen life's horizon; to uplift
The lowering sky that seems to shut us in;
To light up with some golden gleam tho grays
And browns of life; to make God's thought so
clear
That none can fail to understand,—this is
The work intrusted to our hands. We see
The sombre hues of ignorance and sin,
Of hopeless sorrow and relentless toil,
Men paint into their lives; but in our hands
We hold the rarer colors that shall make
Life beautiful. The blue of truth and calm;
The white of purity; the emerald hue
Of promise: the deep red of perfect love,
Triumphant over suffering; then joy
And peace, the flame and azure mingled; and
At last the royal purple, sign of things
Ineffable. Earth lies transformed before
Us, touched with beauty infinite; and lo!
The human has become divine, and life
is glorified.
♦ ♦♦

The oldest college in the world is the
Mohammedan College at Cario, Egypt.
It is 1,800 years older than Oxford.
—Ex.
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INDEPENDENT THOUGHT.
INHERE are many things of which
the world has always been, and is
to-day in great need ; but the greatest
of those needs is that of independent,
vigorous thought. Such thought is the
secret source of that vast and ever
increasing difference between the servile and the noble, the base and the
o-ood. And vet while it is the source
of that difference it is nevertheless true
that they who think most independently
and vigorously are not always noblest
and best. This fact, however, does
not lesseu the need of such thought,
rather upon the other hand does it make
that need greater, if possible, than before ; for above all thiugs else, it is
necessary that the great body of human thought be preserved in a state of
stable equilibrium.
This state can be
preserved only upon condition that
such independent and vigorous thought
as is noblest and best shall at all times
prevail; and this condition is quite
certain to obtain, if the thinkers are
the many instead of the few.
To whatever page of history we turn
we shall find that it presents to us, not
a stead)* growth in the evolution of
knowledge, not a steady growth in art,
literature, science, politics, and religion, in which the bulk of thought upon
these subjects has always been right
side up and in stable equilibrium, but,
quite the reverse of this, it presents to
us, fitfully, spasmodically, art, now
coming forth with grace and magnificence, and now, stripped of all that
makes it admirable, prostrate, and
ruined ; literature, though in a sense
permanent from its very nature, now
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unfolding itself and pouring out lavishly its richest treasure, and now contracting and withering away like a
tender vine bitten with early frost; science, now raising itself up like a strong
man from restful and invigorating sleep
as if prepared for herculean tasks, and
now, apparently exhausted with the
energy of asingle effort, staggering and
falling like one smitten with disease ;
politics, now with wisdom, justice, and
equity, Laying the foundations of goverment and rearing thereupon a splendid superstructure, and now, by corrupt
methods and false legislation, undermining the whole till it totter " from
turret to foundation stone," and finally
collapse in irreparable ruin ; religion,
now propounding its first principles
and urging nothing but the very essence
of its doctrines, applying its simple
teachings with moral effect to the lives
of men, and now embodying itself in
the creeds of sects and elaborating
forms of worship, types, symbols, ceremonies, and sacrifices, until they only
are considered saints who live in cloisters
and heretics are burned at the stake.
We cannot look upon the course
which knowledge has pursued in any
one of its many departments, we cannot observe its advancing and retreating, its rising and falling, its sudden
turning to right and left, and how, in the
language of Coleridge, it has " plunged
and tacked and veered," without the
inquiry pressing itself upon us as to
what has been the cause producing
these results. The answer to this inquiry will not be found difficult, if, upon
taking a cursory review of men and
events, we note the facts that, for the

most part, men have been dominated
by impulse and passion and the thinkers
have been few.
Upon one hand we may see Xerxes
puffed up with military pride, exulting
in the hope of a magnificent conquest
and followed in his enterprise by an
almost innumerable host, each man of
which shares, to some extent, the same
ignoble ambition ; upon the other we
may see Socrates, filled with a divine
inspiration to search after truth if haply,
by years of patient toil, by a life-time
of study in the market-place, and whenever opportunity is afforded, he may
behold it dimly and as yet afar off,
even though, instead of a host of followers to encourage and strengthen
him, he at last be persecuted as a heretic and die as a martyr. Again, upon
the one hand, we may see men such as
Philip, Alexander, Caesar, and Napoleon, each marshaling his thousands
about him, and each having no purpose, no motive, other than to wage
war, to conquer kingdoms, and to lay
waste with fire and sword cities and
principalities; and, up«n the other, we
mav see such men as Homer, blind and
vagrant, whose poetry was, is, and
shall be, a civilizing influence, greater
than a thousand military conquests,
as Demosthenes, whose eloquence is
mightier to move men to the purest
patriotism than an infinite multiple of
armies and victories like those of
Philip; as Cicero who did not wish his
memory to be penetrated in statues of
bronze or monument of stone, but who
wished his character as a citizen, his
thoughts, his utterances, and his lifework to be a perpetual monument to
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his genius among all races of men ; as
Galileo, who, though imprisoned for his
scientific learning and original discoveries, yet accomplished more in the interests of humanity during his life-time

than all bis enemies together could have
•lone in seventy generations ; as Darwin, whose indefatigable research has
lifted forever from men's hearts and
minds the great burden of dogma, superstition, and miracle, which the ages have
accumulated and against which not all
the armies and navies of Europe, with
all their marvelous enginery of war and
devastation at command, could more
avail than the gentlest breath of a summer's breeze.
Thus out of the travail of the ages
in which the vast hosts of humanity,
led hither and thither by demagogue
or fanatic, have waisted their treasure
and their blood, has been born to us
the glorious possibilities of our modern
civilization, through the consecrated
effort of a few noble minds who, withdrawing themselves " Far from the
madding crowd's ignoble strife," and
separated from each other by time and
space, have turned the energy of their
thought to those departments of knowledge from which all human progress
has been derived. The fulfillment of
those grand possibilities seems to have
been left by Divine Providence to the
care of this greatest of great republics.
For while from century to century
the star of empire has been taking its
way westward, the shores of the broad
Pacific have at last marked its ultima
thule its remotest boundary. Here in
the midst of a mighty continent, with
a broad belt of territory stretching
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from ocean to ocean, marvelously provided with almost every source of
wealth known to man, having the most
extensive and fertile lands for tillage,
capable'of sustaining even in opulence
at least a thousand million souls, inestimably rich in coal, petroleum, iron,
and all ores for the mechanic arts,
yielding the precious metals with incomparable abundance, adapted to internal commerce by a most extraordinary system of natural water ways
through the very heart of the realm,
enjoying a variety of climate and natural scenery, the like of which is not elsewhere to be found under the sun, here,
where, within little more than a century,
an almost interminable wilderness has
been recovered from the bunting ground
of a few miserable savages to become
the dwelling place of industrious millions, here it seems to have been the
design of Infinite Wisdom that the last
act in the great drama of human events
shall be performed.
Hut let it fie remembered that that
act is by no means predestinated or
foreordained.
The interposition of
no miracle is to be looked for to fulfill
those promises of our nation's future
greatness which its brilliant career for
the past century would seem to warrant.
All that it promises us, all that we
hope for, all that we are ambitious it
should attain is left to the purity, sincerity, and truth of its scientific and
religious teachers, to the wisdom and
equity of its statesmen, and most of
all, to the intelligence and unimpeachable character of its citizens. To these
alone are we to look for, and from
these alone is it reasonable for us to
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expect such maintenance of our social
equality, such preservation of our free
institutions, such safety of our political liberties, as shall, with the increase
of our population, result in an uninterrupted, healthy growth and development of every legitimate interest, both
public and private; and as shall weld
together more and more firmly, from
generation to generation, tlmt liberty
and that union which the blood of our
fathers calls upon us to render forever
one and inseparable.
If, then, upon the one hand, in view
of the inevitable and paramount importance to mankind of our nation's
destiny, if, in the language of Matthew
Arnold, '-America holds the future,"
if in view of the matchless wealth of
its natural resources, if in view of all
it promises and all we hope may be
fulfilled; and if, upon the other hand,
in view of the unprecedented problems
with which it is beset, namely, as to what
shall be done with the hostile relations
of labor and capital, as to what shall
be done with socialism which bids fair
to work, at no distant date, a revolution
of some sort, either of good or ill, as
to what shall be done with foreign immigration which, within the short period
of four years, has poured in upon us,
from the slums of Europe, more than
twice the number of Goths and vandals that overwhelmed Rome in the
fifth century, and marked an epoch in
the world's history, as to what shall be
done with the liquor traffic, which costs
the nation more per annum than its
bread and meat, and for the conduct of
which our alien population is almost
entirely responsible, as to what shall be

done to kill race prejudice and enable
white and black to live on the same
soil, under the same government with
equal liberties and equal rights, as to
what shall be done with Romanism,
which declares that our public schools,
the great bulwark of the republic, should
not be subject to the civil power nor
made to conform to the opinions of the
age, but that the Romish chinch has
the right to control their discipline, to
arrange their studies, and to choose
their teachers, if, in view of all these
things, we arc to look for their wise adjustment, their successful administration, to our statesmen, our scientific
and religious teachers, and, most of all
to the common people, then it must be
evident to every rational being that
there must be no room among us for
Philips or Alexanders, Caesars, or Napoleons, but that every citizen, every
statesman, every public teacher must
be unto himself in some degree a Darwin, a Galileo, a Cicero, a Demosthenes, a Homer. In short there must
be an abundant supply to meet this
greatest of great needs, that of universal, independent, vigorous thought;
and there must lie next, or even within
the heart of every one, both now and
in succeeding generations, that thought
to which our poet has given such potent
utterance:
" Truth crushed to earth shall rise again,
The eternal years of God are hers,
But error, wounded, -.vrithes with pain
And dies among his worshipers."

Wellesley students are trying to raise
$100,000 for a new chapel.
$5,000
has alreadv been subscribed.—Ex.
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THE WASHINGTON ELM.
BY

A. A. B.f '91.

CAMBRIDGE, the ancient college
town, is the scene of many an
historical event, and here new and old
are everywhere blended.
Beside the
busy pavement of Harvard Square
stands a rough-hewn mile-stone of 1786,
on one side stands a house a century
old, with smull-paned windows and
huge brick chimney ; across the way is
one of the finest suburban mansions—
a model of nineteenth-century architecture. Side by side stand Harvard's
first hall covered with woodhine, and
the elegant new dormitories of gray
stone. Amid all this alternation, one
living monument there is, whose early
years can be reckoned not only with
Puritan but with Indian history. It is
the " Washington Elm."
Turn from the busy square toward the
commonv and beyond, in the center of
the street, and, rising against a background of church and steeples, you see
it standing alone. A stranger, unaware
of its position in the city, when suddenly
coming upon it, will involuntarily exclaim •' Washington Elm ! " A granite
tablet at its base bears this inscription :
UNDER THIS TREE

Washington
FIRST TOOK COMMAND

of (he
AMERICAN ARMY

July 3,1775.

Bat the tree declares itself before the
lines are read or even observed. For,
shattered as it is, there is a grandeur
about it that speaks of ancient forests.
Its massive trunk is more than six feet
in diameter, and in spite of the storms
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that have torn away' its branches, it
rises a hundred feet overlooking the
trees of the common. A railing about
the trunk defends it somewhat from
the knife of the curiosity hunter. And
where the trunk and boughs are shattered by wind and time, broad sheets
of zinc protect the precious relic. But
in summer the thick green foliage covers
the defacing blemishes and gives the
whole tree the appearance of vigorous
life and beauty. It is only on close
observation that one sees there are no
new branches, and that all the strength
of the tree is required to preserve the
old growth. Birds Hit back and forth
among its branches as birds did a century ago. The warm sunshine, too, sifts
through the wind-lifted leaves as it did
when it fell, not on a dusty pavement,
but on the cool mosses and ferns of the
primeval wood.
Scarcely a day passes without some
visitor, coming perhaps from distant
states or countries, standing attentively
by its aged trunk. Its very leaves are
seized for mementos, and many a low
hanging bough is robbed of its covering.
Of all the historical objects in
the historic city, it is perhaps the most
valued. The old halls of the college,
theCragie house that has been Washington's headquarters and Longfellow's
home, and the old church-yard, all
attract the visitor, but it is the Elm
that wakens pride in our country and
deepest reverence for the brave men
that won its freedom.
What scenes and changes it has
witnessed ! Before the first grim Puritan came to cut down its fellows it
watched over wigwam and rude war
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dance of the red men. It saw them
slowly fall hack as fell hack the line
of the forest. Under its hranches crept
stealthily the painted warrior to wreak
vengeance on the palisaded cabins. In
the war of Queen Anne it watched the
bloody struggle and saw the dauntless
settlers capture from the crafty French
their cannon, and there on the common
one stands yet, " An old friend of the
elm's," one would say after looking at
its battered iron.
Later comes the great event of the
tree's and the nation's life. Tents
made from the sails of the craft in the
harbor cover the common ; rough, hut
determined soldiers crowd the streets,
and soon beneath the sheltering tree
Washington checks his horse and draws
the commander's sword. Then it heard
the hostile bullets whistle past, and at
intervals the death-cry of some soldier.
Beneath its shade, perhaps, passed the
funeral train of the five veterans who
sleep now in the near church-yard.
Another old companion, this churchyard ! The grassy tomh making now
hut a gentle slope, and the stones with
their half ohliterated Latin inscriptions
are fast crumbling away.
A hundred years have passed, and
still the tree watches over the city.
The stage-coach that once drove beneath
it has lumbered away to oblivion, and
now in the evening it sees the scattered
sparks announce the coming of the car,
driven by the invisible and tireless
captive of Franklin. Like a warning
voice from the past does the tree call
to duty. A teacher it is of history, advocate of perseverance and uprightness.
And fervently the visitor exclaims,

" May its descendant, guarded in the
common, live as long, and see in the
nation no less progress and happiness
than has been seen by this historic
Klin of Washington ! "
♦ ♦♦

THE PEINCE OF PEACE.
BY N. G. B., 'in.
With the midnight song of angels,
Anil the golden light
Of an unseen world of glory,
Dawned the Day-star bright,—
The Babe foretold by sages,
The promised Babe of ages,—
The Prince of Peace.
The shining feet pressed softly
The path he trod,
The downward pathway leading
To us from God,—
Feet that should grow so weary,
Treading earth's thorn-fields dreary,—
Blest Prince of Peace.
From the light of the Father's presence.
Came the Child so fair;
Close-Ailed were the baby lingers
With blessings rare,—
Hands that nail-pierced and bleeding,
Should toil for a world unheeding,—
Blest Prince of Peace.
No joy-bells rang out loudly
That Christmastime;
Only the shepherds welcomed
The Habe divine,—
The lowly babe in the manger,
The unowned, royal stranger,—
The Prince of Peace.
But the Prince of Peace now reigneth
Where once he died,
And the Christmas-tide brings blessing
To the nations wide,—
For his earth-lifc,'lilled with sadness,
Hath crowned our lives with gladness,—
Our Prince of Peace.
O earth, forget your sorrow,
'Tis Christmas day;
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And the Babe divine yet liveth,
To bless alway.
Set all your joy-bells ringing.
Greet our love-crowned King with singing,
Our Prince of Peace.

THE BASS AS.
|0 SECTION of the earth is attracting more attention at present than
Africa.
Greedy civilization is now
turning its eyes toward the Dark Continent and watching for opportunities
of speculation. The savage must now
be tamed and have sufficient education
to fill the safes of his white brethren
with gold and his own heart with
misery.
One of the least-known regions is
West Central Africa, the seat of the
Bussa tribe, and a few facts concerning this region, as related by their king,
may be of interest to our readers.
The territory occupied by this tribe
is nearly the same in extent as Great
Britain ; and being somewhat broken by
the Kong Mountains, its surface is
similar to that of New England. It
is quite densely populated toward the
interior, with here and there large
villages of two or three thousand
inhabitants.
As they come in contact with civilization the natives are found to be an
active, intelligent people, and quite
ready to adopt new customs. The
clothing is scant, consisting only of a
piece of cloth tied about the waist,
and sometimes a small cloth cap. But
when they are in full dress, that is
when they wish to imitate the white
man, they wear a sort of undershirt
with a wide open bosom and no sleeves.
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The women wear a short skirt reaching
a trifle below the knee.
They are very cleanly in their habits,
and baths are taken regularly, the men
bathing twice, and the women three
times each day. At their feasts each
guest is supplied with a brass kettle of
water in which he may bathe before
eating.
The people never eat in their houses,
but in a sort of booth answering to a
kitchen, erected two or three rods from
the house.
This kitchen is an open
structure having a portion floored over
with bomboo.
The food is prepared
and placed upon this bamboo tloor.
which answers both for table and stools.
The men, women, and children sit flat
upon this lloor in three separate companies, the men eating with wooden
spoons, while tin- women and children
have only their lingers. Their manner
of inviting their friends to dim; with
them is peculiar.
When the food is
prepared the man cries out to his
neighbor, " Come walkingon the limb,"
which means that he is to come and
bring his spoon.
Their principal article of food is rice ;
and next in importance, the cassava, a
vegetable somewhat resembling the potato, but growing at the base of a stalk
from six to twelve feet tall like a corn
stalk.
The eddoe is also cultivated.
All kinds of tropical fruit grow in
abundance, chief among which are the
banana, bray fruit, and butter pear.
The latter is very soft, and is often
eaten upon the cassava like butter.
Wild cherries grow very large, but the
natives seldom make use of these.
Though game is abundant, the meu
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do not all engage regularly in hunting,
as might ho supposed, but many of
thorn only hunt occasionally for pastime.
There are organized bands of hunters
sent out for the benefit of all. The
red deer is most prized by the natives.
This deer has only one horn growing
from the middle of the head.
Lions
are seen only once in the year. During
the dry season they pass through this
region in great numbers. It is no uncommon sight to see a leopard or tiger break
into the Hocks and carry away lambs,
but they seldom molest the natives.
These people are proficient in the
use of fire-arms, but are peaceable,
hospitable, and well-disposed toward
white men.
There is at present only
one white missionary among them, Miss
Mary Scott. Their worship is that of
the devil, and there is a regular organized body, corresponding to the priestly
class, whose duty it is to impersonate
bis majesty.
These priests practice
sleight-of-hand, amuse the people, and
make the laws which the king executes.
Among them is a host of legends and
customs that seem to point to great
antiquity. Indeed, they have preserved
a legend that they were once civilized,
but have gone back into barbarism.
In the language and customs of this
people there may be hidden a Rosetta
Stone for the philologist and the anthropologist.
Who can say, but in
these unstudied regions of the Dark
Continent may be found the ashes of
a burned-out civilization ancient as
that of the Ptolemies? and that, touched
by the vivifying power of the gospel,
there may yet spring up a new civilization giving " beauty for ashes."

THE DURABILITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
BY

F. S. LIBBKY.

ITfaHAT once becomes dear to the

WiL human heart cannot be forgotten ;
what cannot be forgotten, one shrinks
from thinking will ever cease to exist.
The principles upon which our government is founded endears it to all, and
its noble record can never be forgotten.
Can we, then, believe that its brilliant
light will ever be extinguished ? American patriotism rouses to answer, but
as it beholds the numerous elements
threatening the nation's destruction,
this answer remains unspoken until
investigation of the character of these
threatening dangers discloses their
probable effect.
These dangers may
be classed as external and internal.
External dangers can arise only from
wars resulting from diplomatic disputes.
Should such a war come we are fully
competent to wage it. but that our government, which, in its diplomacy, has
always striven for peace, will seek such
war is as absurd as it is unlikely ; and
before the powers of Europe, which are
the only ones to be feared, can seek
war with the United States, they must
fust dispel the war clouds which their
jealousies keep constantly suspended
above their heads. Their large standing armies are all required at home to
guard their own territory, and not until
the geographical position or character
of the nations changes will this requireinent be otherwise ; and not until it is
otherwise, have we anything to fear
from external dangers.
Of internal dangers we shall men-
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tion only those considered as acting
directly upon the government.
Wealth controlled by a few is so
considered. The power of wealth over
our government gives to the United
States, even now, the appellation,
Plutocracy: many of its legislators
are made by wealth; much of its
legislation is influenced by wealth ; all
this favors monopoly, which, by its
injustice to labor, leads to anarchy and
socialism.
But observation, as well as experience, shows us that most wealth is
controlled by individual selfishness,
and that selfishness knows not reason.
in which very fact lies the final
destruction of wealth's power.
Ambitious, grasping, unreasonable,
wealth exposes its selfish purposes
and awakens its victims to the fact
that yielding to its allurements gives
bat momentary benefits, while it
increases the power of the tempter.
With this knowledge there comes,
though long delayed, a sense of reason
and honor which becomes stronger as
injustice and wrong become more
evident, and at length cries with all its
opposing power. " Thus far and no
farther shalt thou go," and Reason is
a conqueror, and Honor, master.
Political corruption we need not fear ;
for although at present it seems to be
on the increase, yet it is this very
increase that gives it prominence and
serves to stimulate the people to right
action ; and although the public often
seem late in comprehending wrong,
yet, guided by that sense of reason
and honor which controls right, they
have not been, nor will they be, too
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late; and when once aroused, right

prevails.
Mormonism has well been considered
dangerous, but it is a declining power.
The courts have decided against it;
Congress has legislated against it until
it has no legal foundation, and its
defeat by the Gentiles at the last
election in Utah, together with the
recent edict of the Mormon president
to abide by the laws of the country,
confirms the belief that it is no-longer
a government danger.
Of the dangers from immigration I
shall refer only to the two considered
greatest—the degrading of labor and
the disloyalty of immigrants. That
immigration has degraded labor our
workingmen realize and have furnished
a remedy in their labor organizations.
So great a political power have they
become that they have already secured
demanded restrictions to the immigration laws, and Congress dare not refuse
them others when required.
The immigrant, coming to our shores,
finds himself a free man in a free
country. The innate love of freedom
produces within him an increasing love
for the country that gives him that
freedom, and with this love comes the
firmest loyalty, and I cannot believe
that those who, by their coining, acknowledge our country's superiority,
will be its destroyers.
Romanism is conceded to be the
deadliest enemy of government. Papal
power,
which
claims
supremacy
over the state, if unobstructed, would
destroy any government; but, thanks
to the influence of our free schools,
of our institutions, of the pervasive
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spirit of independence, freedom of
thought and action, the Tope dare not
enforce that claim. In Italy, the very
heart of Romanism, he has lost all
temporal power, and can we think that
he will gain it here, where Catholics
are a small minority?
The Romish clergy, also, are fast
losing that mysterious power which
they have so long held over their
subjects, and as reason, stimulated by
education, comes more and more to
govern, this power will decrease faster.
Then to the question, " Shall our
government be destroyed?" In view
of these considerations we believe that
Patriotism can safely answer "No!"
Reason, Honor, Freedom, .Justice, and
Equality say " No!" Love and Pride
of Country in every American breast
say " No! " And we all, in the name
of posterity, in the name of onr
fathers who formed and bequeathed
this government to us, and in the name
of God, who loves its principles, not
only say '"No!" but believe that
centuries hence will be heard those
words of (larlield: "God reigns and
the "jovernment still lives."
♦ ♦♦

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE FACULTY AND STUDKNTS
OF BATES COLLEGE.

THE Faculty and students of Bates
College, desiring to secure greater
harmony of purpose and action, adopt
the following articles of agreement:
ARTICLE I.
SECTION 1. A College Council of ten shall
be established, to be constituted as follows :
The Seniors shall elect to the council four of

their number; the Juniors, in like manner,
three; the Sophomores, two; the Freshmen,
one.
SKC. 2. To be eligible to membership in the
council, students must bo recognized by the
faculty as in good and regular standing, but
no lady student shall be eligible.
ARTICLE II.
SECTION 1. The first election of councilors
shall occur as soon as possible after the adoption of these articles and their ratification by
the Executive Board of the college.
SEC. 2. Subsequent elections shall be held
as follows: The regular election for the three
upper classes shall be held on the second Saturday before Commencement Pay, the outgoing Juniors. Sophomores, and Freshmen, then
electing nine councilors, who shall enter upon
their duties on the Friday following Commencement Day.
SEC. :>. The regular election for the Freshman class shall be held on the third Saturday
of the Fall Term, and the councilor chosen
shall at onoe enter upon his duties.
SKC. 4. The term of office of each of the
ten councilors shall expire with the Commencement Day of the college year for which
he has been elected.
SEC. 5. Vacancies occurring between the
regular election shall be filled promptly by
special elections, of which seasonable notice
shall be given to the members of the class for
which the vacancy occurs.
SEC. li. When an election, whether regular
or special, has been held, the Secretary of the
class holding the election shall at once certify
the result to the President of the college, or in
his absence, to the Secretary of the faculty, by
presenting to him the written record of such
election.
SEC. 7. But, if the faculty find any councilor elect ineligible, they shall promptly
notify the president of the class electing him of
such finding, and a new election shall immediately be held.
SEC 8. And, if the faculty at any time decide that a councilor is not in good and regular
standing as a student, they shall at once declare his place vacant, and notice of the vacancy having been promptly given to the
president of his class, bis place shall be filled
by a new election.
SEC. !). And, if any five students shall, over
their own signatures, address the presidentjor
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secretary of the faculty, challenging the right
of any councilor to his seat, and naming any
reasonable ground for such challenge, as invalid election, unworthy character, incompetence, or neglect of official duty, the faculty
shall inquire into the alleged facts, and if they
tind the charges true, shall declare the seat
vacant, and a new election shall he held as
provided in the preceding section.
SEC. 10. All elections, regular and special,
shall he by written hallots.
ARTICLE III.
SECTION 1. The council shall organize hy
electing from its own number, hy written ballot, a president and secretary.
SEC. 2. It shall adopt such rules for its procedure and government as its members shall
judge best suited to its purpose.
ARTICLE IV.
SECTION 1. The faculty and the council
shall cooperate in the endeavor to secure harmony between instructors and students, and
also between classes and individual students.
SEC. 2. They shall jointly strive to guard
the institution against all injurious practices
and influences among its members, and to aid
all movements tending to promote character
and scholarship, and to render college life
more pleasant and profitable.
ARTICLE V.
1. The council shall meet from
time to time, under such regulations as it may
adopt, to deliberate upon matters of interest to
the students, and, by giving due notice to the
president or the secretary of the faculty, shall
be entitled to a hearing upon all matters of college discipline or policy that seem to it to
require consideration. And, in like manner,
the faculty, by (riving due notice to the president or secretary of the council, shall be entitled to receive advice whenever occasion may
seein to require.
SEC. 2. The faculty shall seek, through the
council, to learn the wishes and views of the
students in regard to matters of interest to the
body of undergraduates, and shall give special
heed to its representations as to the degree of
guilt attaching to any infraction of the college
laws, and to any recommendations that it shall
make in regard to college occurrences, customs, and policy.
SEC. 3. No student shall be expelled or susSECTION
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pended without a conference between the faculty and the council.
ARTICLE VI.
SECTION 1. Members of this council are not
expected to become informers against fellowstudents, unless in their own judgment the
evils of which they may be cognizant are such
as to demand exposure.
SEC. 2. In giving advice each councilor is
to he guided solely by his own deliberate judgment and sense of right.
SEC. 15. And before entering upon his duties
shall sign the following pledge, duly written
in the record hook of the council and in that
of the secretary of the faculty: "I solemnly
promise, on my honor, faithfully to perform
the duties of councilor to the best of my judgment and ability."
ARTICLE VII.
SECTION I. Whenever any student shall
feel that he has just ground of complaint
against the faculty, the laws or policy of the
college, or against any class or fellow-student.
he is not to resort to violent retaliation, to the
Infraction of college laws, or to the injury of
college property.
SEC. 2. But the council shall have authority to investigate the grievance, to summons
before it students, and to elicit by questions or
other proper means the relevant facts, and to
effect, if possible, an adjustment of the difficulty.
SEC. •>. But, if no satisfactory adjustment
is thus attained, the council shall, at its discretion, bring the alleged grievance promptly to
the knowledge of the faculty, with such recital
of the facts, and such advice as shall seem to
it pertinent, and it shall then receive the
united consideration of the council and the
faculty.
Sac. 4. The council, whenever it shall
deem it necessary or desirable, shall appeal to
the students as a body for an expression of
their judgment as to its action.
ARTICLE VIII.
1. These articles shall take effect
when they have been approved by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the faculty and of
two-thirds of the students in actual attendance
at a meeting duly called for the purpose, and
shall have been ratified by the Executive
Board of the college.
SECTION
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SEC. 2. In like manner they may be annulled by a vote of the Trustees, or of the
Executive Board, or by a vote of two-thirds of
the members of the faculty, or by a vote of
two-thirds of the regularly enrolled students.
ARTICLE IX.
SECTION 1. These articles, after they have
been adopted and ratified as provided in Article VIII., Section 1, shall be copied into the
record book of the secretary of the council, and
also into the record book of the secretary of
the faculty.

ARTICLE X.
1. Amendments to these articles
may be made under the same procedure by
which provision is herein made for their
adoption.
SECTION

LOCALS.
Vacation !
Merry Christmas to .-ill.
Strange how the resolution to •' study
this vacation " remains only a resolution still!
Three Seniors, a .Junior, and a Sophomore still remain at their old quarters
in Parker Hall.
It looks as though the students present at the spring term would have a
chance to recite as often as they wish.
Those chosen for the champion debates are as follows: Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Mason, Mr. Fanning, Mr. Chase, Mr.
Spratt, Mr. McFadden, Miss Little,
Miss Bean, and Mr. Sims.
Professor Wood is to have a class in
Constitutional History during the vacation. Topics for study and discussion are to he given each one of the
class, and much pleasure, as well as
profit, is anticipated.
The library is open every afternoon
as usual, during term time, and the

number taking advantage of it is on
the increase. The library is becoming
to the students what it should be, an
indispensable factor of college work.
The Latin School opened December
9th. Among the instructors are a larger
number than usual of Bates students.
Five are catalogued : F. W. Plummer,
W. B. Skelton, C. C. Ferguson, A. C.
Yeaton, and F. L. Pennell.
Another prize is offered to the ambitious student.
Professor Wood offers
ten dollars for the best essay on " What
Our Legislature Should Do in the Year
1891." A chance for our young politicans. A copy of the best should be
sent to the legislature.
Prof, (in Astronomy)—" Mr. P., how
many moons has Neptune?"
Mr.
P.—"Don't know." Prof.—" Mr. H.,
can you tell?" Mr. H. (determined
not to Hunk)—"Four." Class grins,
and Mr. H.adds, " I believe they haven't
all been discovered vet."

PERSONALS.
'73.—J. H. Baker, principal of Denver High School, is president of the
State Teachers' Association of Colorado.
'7(>.—Letters have been received
from Rev. Mr. Stacy, pastor of the
Court Street Free Baptist Church,
under date of November 9th, one day's
sail from Yokohama, from which place
the letters were mailed.
The voyage
from San Francisco had been eighteen
days. Head winds had somewhat delayed the passage, but the weather in
the main had been good, and Mr. Stacy
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bad nol experienced an hour of sickness, and was in excellent health and
spirits. He expected to reach Shanghai.
China, the 25th ult.
'83.—J. L. Reade has been building
a line house on Wakefield Street, which
will he ready for occupancy by the first
of .January.
'8a.—C. W. Harlow, M.D., is having a lucrative practice in Melrose,
Mass.
'85.—W. V. Whitmore, M.D., who
for the past year has been Interne of
the Los Angeles County Hospital, has
resigned his position and is now practicing at Wilmington, Cal. Dr. Whitmore is also Physician and Surgeon to
the Wilmington Transportation Company.
'87.—At the Teachers' Meeting,
Lisbon Falls, December 6th, V. G.
Wheeler, '87, was elected president.
'90.—F. L. Day, W. F. Garcelon.
and H. V. Neal dined together in New
York on Thanksgiving day.
♦♦-♦

EXCHANGES.
The term of office of the present
board of editors expires with this issue
and the Exchange editor, with the
others, retires from his sanctum and
passes his quill to his successor, hoping that he will find the work of this
department as agreeable and profitable
as we have done.
A year of such work gives one a wide
acquaintance with American college
papers and, therefore, with college life
all over the country. Although the reading of a college paper does not neces-
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sarily acquaint one with the characteristics of the college in all their details,
yet one comes thus to know sufficient
to feel somewhat at home with each.
We have been pleased with the favorable criticisms of the STUDENT which has
been very general among our exchanges
during our term of oflice. We have not
spent much of our time in mere criticism for the sake of expressing our
opinion of our contemporaries, but we
have re-published, for the benefit of our
readers, two or three short extracts
almost every month from the best things
in our exchanges and left them to judge
from this fact in what esteem they are
held by us. We consider this a better
criticism than anything formal, and
inserted only for the purpose of
criticising.
In conclusion we have ouly to say
that there have been none upon our list
of" which we shall have anything but
pleasant recollections. We wish success to our college journals and especially to those of our sister colleges in
Maine. We also extend a cordial greeting to our successor to the editorial
chair of this department.

COLLEGE NOTES.
An examination in gymnastics is now
required of Johns Hopkins' undergraduates before a degree is conferred.
Eastern colleges realize the importance
of the development of the physical
man.—Ex.
Harvard has formed a stock company
to rent furniture to poor students. $50
worth are loaned for one year on de-
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posit of $10—12.50 of which is refunded if the furniture is returned in
good condition.—Ex.
Northwestern University, at Evanston. 111., opens the current collegiate
year with an amazing advance in the
number of its students, and at the end
of ten days new students are still coming in ; and this, notwithstanding its
requirements for admission are not
excelled by any Eastern university.
The Freshman class now numbers 162,
and the total in college of liberal arts
353, academic department 465, college
of theology 220, college of law 173,
college of medicine 240, college of
pharmacy 233, music 197, oratory 53,
art 31, dentistry 39—a total of 2,004
students. A half dozen new professors
have been added to meet the increased
demand in the literary department
alone. The university is now expending $150,000 on new buildings for
some of its professional schools in
Chicago, and will next year erect on
its lake-shore campus at Evanston
a new $50,000 building for its academic or preparatory department.
—Mail and Ex2>ress.
One hundred and seventy-five out of
three hundred and sixty-five colleges
in the United States publish papers.
—Ex.
The University of Virginia, which
was founded by Jefferson, is the only
one in this country modeled after the
French system. To obtain a degree
one has to be a graduate of a certain
number of schools or departments of
the university. The result is that
since its foundation in 1819 only 179
Master's Degrees and a lesser number

of Bachelor's Degrees have been
granted. This arises from the fact
that it is very little more difficult to
obtain the degree of Master of Arts
than that of Hachelor of Arts.—Ex.
A few months past, ladies of Haitimore, prominent in social, philanthropic, and educational circles, organized a society for the purpose of raising
$100,000, to give to the medical school
of the Johns Hopkins University on
condition that women be admitted to
the lectures and work of the school on
the same footing as men. The sum was
raised much sooner than was expected,
and a few days ago it was presented to
the university. The fund will be invested and the interest added to it
until a general fund is secured sufficient
for the maintenance of a medical school
worthy of that university.—Ex.
Edison, it is said, is working on a
novelty in the form of a clock which
will talk time.
Instead of a blank
sound it will say, "one," "two,"
" three," etc., at proper times.
Instead of the usual alarm it will say
" Get up " in so many words.
One of the sources of income of
Oxford University is its well-managed
press, which last year turned in $50,000
to the general fund.—Ex.
Recently a serious row occurred
between the students of Ann Arbor
University and a company of militia,
resulting in the death of one student
and the injury of many on both sides.
They had some trouble the evening
before, also.—Ex.
Class in Analogy : Prof.—" Mr. A.,
you may. pass on to the next life."
Mr. A.—" Not prepared, sir."
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POETS' CORNER.
LACK OF PLAN.
JSY P.L.P., 'ill.
Too oft man leaps into the ilark,
Too oft is more a babe tban man ;
Too oft makes playthings of bis years,
And lives them all without a plan.
I walk the cities' busy streets,
I see men harrying to and fro,
1 ask myself the aim of each,
And answer, though I do not know.
But this my own experience proves,
And I believe 'tis always true:
Hut few are they who plan for life,
And these are the successful few.
Whenever with my daily task
I fret myself to fever heat,
And fail in what I undertake,
My lack of plan is my defeat.
'Twas not because I idly sat
And mused or lolled the hours away,
But yet, I might have done as much
Had I, at ease, thus spent the day.
And I perceive that most mankind
Are not less foolish than am I;
They rush about in breathless haste,
Until from want of breath they die.
And all they think must be untbought;
And all they do must be undone.
The world was even better off
Before their folly had begun.
As buzzing insects beat the air,
And tlit about in aimless haste,
So seems the mass of human kind,
Its energy and strength to waste.
Economy of brain and brawn,
Economy of work and worth,
With plan and forethought, can alone
Spread wealth and peace o'er all the earth.
THE SPY.
With a crunching sound
On the frozen ground
Pick-axe and spade are at work, over there
Just beyond the hill, in the morning still
Thoy are busily plied, with no time to spare.
They've been hard at work since the sun's
first ray,
For they're digging the grave of a man to-day;
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And all through the camp there's a sense of
dread,
For they're digging a grave for a man not dead.
Then reveille sounds, 'tis the first parade
And they give a short rest to the axe and spade.
Then brought out to die
Is the captured spy.
Every man in the ranks draws a long, deep
breath
As they wheel into line at the place of death.
They keep a sharp touch at the elbow and knee,
Each dreading the sight that he's got to see.
Each face is pale as the line is dressed,
Each heart is beating, each lip compressed,
But the calmest of all is the captured spy;
Not a tremor of limb, not a quiver of eye—
He's wide with his thoughts in the far north
land,
Sees the mountains again where the pine trees
stand,
Sees an old, stained house in a clearing there,
And some pasture bars—and the face so fair
Of the one he loves as she said good-bye.
He raises his face to the snow-pent sky
And breathes a prayer that she may not know,
Then looks at the ground and the dirt-strewn
snow,
And they show him the spot lie's to kneel upon.
" Ah, could I but die with my uniform on! "
He thinks to himself, yet shows no alarm,
And kisses the Hag on his tatooed arm.
His eyes are bandaged, his hands drawn tightAll is hushed and dark as the blackest night;
An order is given, low and clear,
But not so low that he cannot hear
There's a crash, a lurch, a convulsive roll,
A heave of the chest and a fleeting soul
That leaves the shell lying mangled there,
With the blood and dirt in the tangled hair;
The semblance of something that was a man,
Full of life and strength when the day began.
"Forward! Guide right! "
Back once more, out of sight
Of the pick and the spade at work again,
When they bury that soldier boy from Maine.
The brigade's on the march to the silent camp,
The snow is melting, the air is damp,
A blue-bird twitters—a sign of spring,
A crow flies over on lazy wing,
The earth peeps forth in dark sweltering spots;
Some scattered leaves show a few red clots—
Never mind! perhaps it will snow to-night
And all will be hidden, and smooth, and white.
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And the prayer he breathed, it was surely
heard,
For how he bad died, she received no word.
'Tis his general's secret where he died,
And why he was there, and how he was tried.
His name was reported among the "missed,"
With hundreds and more on the self same list;
But she's waited, and waited, from day to day,
Till her face is wrinkled, and hair turned gray;
And no one remembers his name or face,
And the grave of the spy is an unmarked place.
•—.Tames Barnet, in Kaetua Ut.
" Were a star quenched on high,
For ages would its light,
Still traveling downward from the sky,
Shine on our mortal sight.
So when a great man dies,
For years beyond our ken,
The light he leaves behind him lies.
Upon the paths of men."
— Ex.
-+-+-

POT-POURRI.
CRUEL FATE.

The summer has gone and now backward
returning,
Each one is seeking a haven of rest.
The rest that will quiet the heart in its yearning.
The quiet of home that is always the best.

When dame fortune placed those few
auburn hairs on Redwine's face and
called them whiskers, she gave to
(h)"airy nothing a local habitation
and a name."
Thus mused poor Will and thus lie had
spoken,
As he packed up his trunk preparing to leave;
Feeling indeed that his heart was quite
broken,
That alone and forsaken his spirit must grieve.
How swiftly the days had flown by, at the
shore,
Sweeter and dearer the friend that he found
Than all the dear friends, whom his heart
knew before,
Though many there were who had clustered
around.

Seem those dear days like a beautiful legend,
And Mabel to him e'en fairer than life;
But now she, alas! must return to her husband
While he just as sadly goes back to his wife.

Advice to Freshmen: Honor thy
Professor in the days of thy youth that
thou may'st he solid before thy Senior
year. — ST. C. University Magazine.
A NATURAL INFERENCE.

They were standing in the hall-way where
beneath the yellow light,
The two, as one, united stood and bade a fond
good night,
" Here is one, dear, for your mother," he said,
and then was gone,
While she, so meek, with crimson check, lied
like a bird forlorn.
Next morning at the table they were seated,
each in place;
Little Johnnie, all impatient, while old
grandpa asked the grace ;
" Where's that present, Sis, for mamma, Jack
gave last night to you ;
I heard him say as he went away ' Here's one;
for mamma, too.' "

Small Boy (holding up his hand) —
" What's B. C. hitched outer them
dates in Greek history mean ? " Teacher
(atrifleconfused)—" Well-er, Sammie,
you see them old Greeks were queer
kind of creeters, so whin they didn't
know a date for sartin they put B. C,
1
'bout correct,' arter the numbers."
— Yale Record.
A chemical romance:
Said Atom unto Molly Cule :
" Will you unite with me? "
And Molly Cule did quick retort:
"There's no affinity."
Beneath electric light plant1» shade,
Poor Atom hoped he'd metre.
But she eloped with a rascal bate.
And her name is now Saltpeter.
-E.r.
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Staple Dry ancd Panay Goocfls
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Stock of the Latest Styles in Dress Goods and Trimmings always on hand.
Lowest Prices and Beat Qualities Guaranteed.
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D. W. WIGGIN,

LEWISTON, ME.,
<Sto//>7#s £tfw£ £/od?, iVo. 27<? Lisbon St.

H BICYCLE 01^ WPE-WRFPEH
FOR 91.00 A WKEK!
Write for our more than liberal offer.
We are general agents for the best machines made. The AMEEICAN EAMBLEE
3AFET7—for gentlemen or ladies—is the
leading bicycle. We are general agents
. - J UE_ for the MEEEITT TYPE-WEITIE, price $15.
Repairing and Electro-Plating of all kinds a specialty. We manufacture Rubber stamps of all descriptions. Send two-cent stamp for catalogue.
Address CORSON'S BICYCLE EMPORIUM, Rochester, New Hampshire. Agents wanted.
H7HE MOST POPULAR CIGAR
Manufactured in Maine is the

M

NOR D E C K."

Is the best place to buy your

C-L-O-T-H-I-N-G
All goods marked in plain selling figures.
PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.
Call and examine for yourself.

Sold everywhere. Made by

Allen & Co. the Only Reliable One-Price Clothiers

W. H. TEAGUE, 164 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

Under Music Hall, Lewiston.
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You Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers
AT O. O- MOBBELL'8.
CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS,

- - - LEWISTON, MAINE.

BICHf— BIG BLACK HOOT.

Strictly Pure Confectionery, Made Fresh Every Day,
EXOEFT

SUI-IDA. 'VS,

-AT

THE

BROADWAY CAPCDY STORE,
Prom the Best Granulated Sugar. Price, 10 to 40 Cents Per Pound. M. E. Coss, Chief Clerk,
F. W. Hodgkins, Candy Refiner.
No. 223 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.
S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.
HAVE MONEY.

Bftore jouhuj TVPE&"

BICYCLE or URir£R
Send u> A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO, lor
prices. New Bicycles ai reduced prices and 400 secoud-hand ones. DIFFICULT KKPAIKIMI. BICYCLES,
(HNS and TYPE WRITERS lakeu in EXCHANGE.

■pvENTIST. -;- -■- *
P. R. HOWE, D.D.S.,
fcttfttl

E. H. GERRISH,
APOTHECARY.
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.
Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

TRUE'S ELIXIR.

AUBURN, ME

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS, Druggists,
114 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and After December 29, 1889,
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Upper Station.
7.30 A.M., forWaterville, Skowhcgan,and Bangor.
7.35 A.M., for Portland. Boston, Montreal, and
points reached via Portland it Ogdcnsburg It. R.
11.10 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
9.88 P.M., for Wlnthrop, Waterville, Skowhcgan,
Fannington, Bangor, Ellsworth, Aroostook County,
and St. .John.
4.30 P.M., for Portland and Boston.
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Lower Station.
ii.45 A.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Dockland) Augusta, Portland, and Boston.
10.30 A.M., for Bath, Portland, and Boston.
2.45 P.M., for Fannington.
5.15 P.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Augusta; and
for Waterville (Saturdays only).
11.30 P.M. (every night), for Brunswick, Bath,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, St. John,
and Boston; and for Bath (Saturday night only).
Does not run beyond Bangor Sundays.

As a general family medicine TRUK'S ELIXIR
lias DO equal. For headache, coated tongue,
irregularities of the bowels, feverishness, biliousness, liver trouble, constipation, canker,
humor in the, stomach, fits caused by worms
and indigestion, or for any of the ills constantly coming up, it is a sure cure. Thousands of families always have it on hand. A
small dose taken in time saves many dollars in
doctors' bills. No family should be without a
bottle handy. Sold by all druggists; prices
800., 800., and $1.00 a bottle. Dr. J. F. True
& Co., Proprietors, Auburn, Maine.
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV. OREN B. CHENEY. D.D.,
President.

REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D..

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M..

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN II. RANI), A.M.,
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M..
Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D..
Professor of Psychology and BzegeUoal Theology.

Professor of Mathematics.

REV.

ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry and Biology.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Languages.

REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
Instructor in Physics and Geology-

HENRY L. SOUTH WICK,

Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

Instructor in Elocution.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —
LATIN : In nine books of Virgil's .Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Ballast; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK: In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books
of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loomis'or Greenleafs Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane (leometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH : In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates foradvanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously panned
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday liefore Commencement, on Tuesdaj
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a sj>ecial Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members resi>ectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who an not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNK 25,1891.
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CURTIS & ROSS'

Photographs of all kinds and sizes finished in
the best possible manner. Having perfected the
Bromide process, we arc now ready to furnish
the PERMANENT BROMIDE PICTURE8 of any
size and at moderate prices. To customers wishing
for Bromide Pictures, no charge will be made for
making the negative.
PKKE-HAND • CRAYONS • A • SPECIALTY.
8PSCIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES*.

CTJETIS SZ

RCSS,

Cor. Lisbon ami Ash Sts., LewUton.
Always call at

J. A. TRACY'S

Do not fail

to

STUDENTS!
TEACHERS! u8e in connect! on
with your work, Edwards' Historical Cards with
Topics ami Questions on the Mont Important events
in Ancient, Medimral. and Modern History. Two
hundred cards In the series. Size of card 3'X X6M inches.
Thousands of lleferene.es are made to the standard
Histories useil in the schools and colleges of the country.
No student or teacher can afford to he without these valuable aids. The references are alone worth ten times the
cost of the cards.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $ 1.00.
A. M. EDWARDS, Ex-Supt. of Schools,
1/ewiston, Maine.

O. A. NORTON,

Coal, Wood, and Hay,
LEWI8TOS, MAINE.

OFFIOB. 32 -A.SH STREET
Yard on Line of M. C. K R. between
Holland and Kim Streets.
Bare opportunity to purchase a line

Two Great Bargain Stores, Dissolving View STEREOPTICON
26 Lisbon St., and 231 Main St.,
LEWISTON, ME.

Books that should be in
every Student's Library.

With Lecture on Biblical History; also 00 dissolving views. For particulars address C. VV. S.,
125 South Main St., PROVIDENCE, It. I.

If You Want to Buy

William Cullen Bryant.

THE BEST GRADE OF COAL,

Vol. XI. in American Men of Letters
Series. By JOHN BIGKLOW. With
a portrait. i6mo, gilt top, $1.25.

J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street.

A noteworthy addition to a notable series.
PRE FIOUSL Y PUBLISHED:
By C. D. Warner.
By Horace E. Scudder.
HENRY D. THOREAU. By Frank B. Sanborn.
GEORGE RIPLEY.
By O. B. Frothingham.
J. FENIMORE COOPER. ByT. ft, Lounsbury.
MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI.
By T. W.
Higginson.
RALPH
WALDO EMERSON.
By O. W.
Holmes.
EDGAR ALLEN I'OR. By G. E. Woodberry.
N. P. WILLIS. By Henry A. Beers.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.
By J. Bach McM aster.
Each with Portrait. Kimo, gilt top, cloth,
91.25; half morocco, $2.50.
WASHINGTON IRVING.

NOAH WEBSTER.

LOW, FOB CASH, CALL ON

£#& M. S. Millett,
DEALERS IN

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon.St., Lewiston, Me.

UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS
Of Famous Works of Art.
These little photographs are largely used in many
schools and colleges to advance the
study of art and history.
1887 Catalogue of 10,000 Subjects and 18!K» Supplement of 2,500 Subjects, sent by mail
on receipt of 15 Cents.

For sale by all llooksellers. Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price by the publishers.

SOULE PHOTOGRAPH CO.,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.,

338 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

l'li»s.. nu'iilKin tlii« |'»Per

BOSTON, MASS.
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^UDKINS' LAUNDRY,
187 Lisbon St., Lewiston,

Is NOT EXCELLED IN FINK WORK.
Try us, and we will convince you.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST.,

COLUMBIAS"
HICHEST CRAPE ONLY.
Catalogue Free*

- LEWISTON.

Has administered to extract Teeth.

POPE MFG. CO.
77 FrankllnSt., BOSTON.

RICHARDS &

A CHH
12rir en 8 t N°ETvOHK
1
2' wabaah Ave., CHICAGO.

MKl*tfcII.L,9

Merchant Tailors, DUSSU Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of foreign and Domestic Woolem, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, ami Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine.
O" A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto i Quick Sales at Small I'rotits.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building. Lewiston, Maine.

SHORT-HAND.
THE PITMAN SYSTEM.
A teacher who has had thirty years' experience in
its use. Can he taught by Mail.
Call at or write to the

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.

Androscoggin Business College

55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

And SCHOOL OF SHORT-HAND,

B. LITCHFIELD &. CO.,

128 Main Street, - - - Auburn, Me.
W. G. HASKELL, Principal.

DEALERS IN

Diplomas, Certificates, etc., handsomely tilled,
and every variety of Pen-Work promptly and satisfactorily executed.

I!. I.nVHKIKI.l).

s. c. LESLIE, .111.

Groceries and Provisions,
249 Main Street, Lewiston.

Students' Patronage Respectfully Solicited.

PHIL P. GETCHELL,

Manufacturer of Pure

FASHIONABLE HATTER, CONFECTIONERY,
110 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

160 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,

ISAAC GODDARD,

DBALBBJ9 IN

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,

Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Zinc, Lead Pipe, and Sheet Lead. Job Work to
Order. Mill Work and Slatinga specialty.
05 Lisbon Street,
- LEWISTON, ME.

(Successor to Dr. M. B, Preble,)
|J —
■—r

r-N-T-I-S-T,
3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes: that is, the first
year, or third class • the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
BOA1W OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY P. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIHAI
Teacher of Latin and Greek.
GEORGE W. WOOD, Pn.I)
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin.
H. B. DAVIS
Teacher of Elocution and Rhetoric.
F. W. PLUMMER
Teacher of Mathematics.
SCOTT WILSON
Assistant in Latin.
W. B. SKELTON
Teacher of Ancient History and Geography.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.
■ ., PRTQRC<P< PW • /

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
WALTER E. HANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
Teacher of Latin, Greek, and Political Science.
JUDSON B. HAM, A.M., Teacher of Natural Science
and Mathematics. WILLIAM L. BUNKER,Teacher
of Hanking, Hook-keeping, and Penmanship.
HENRY R. HACON, Teacher of Elocution. JOS H.
HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music.
Miss
JKANNETTE H. WILSON, Teacher of French,
German, and English. Miss CLARA L. HAM,
A.H., Teacher of Latin and Greek. Miss MABEL
C. HEMIS, Teacher of Instrumental Music. Miss
EMILY KIMHALL, Teacher of Painting and Drawing. MKS. R. II. HARVEY, Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course.
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and
Elocution.
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGKS AND SCIENCE. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants
of students. A rare CAHINET, probably unequaled
by any similar institution in Northern New England. Chemical LABORATORY for individual experimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, containing a large number of the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of
Music, for 1886.
I. \V. SAN HORN, Sec'y and Treas.,
LYNDONVILMC, VT.

LEBANON ACADEMY.

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
W. E. KINNEY, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the Principal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
O. H. DRAKE, A.M., Principal.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

# BIGKNELL & NEAL #
Curry the Largest Line of

Men's, Youths', and Boys' Clothing, Hats, Caps,
Ami (JESTS' FURNISHING GOODS in the city, and their prices cannot fall to
please the most economical huyer.

BICKNELL & NEAL, Old Post-Offlce Clothing House, Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, 4c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.

R. W. CLARK, Druggist,

...

Fancy anil Toilet Articles, '
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH A COUGH,
Or have an IRRITATED THROAT, be (ore to try

Lewiston, Maine.

Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

1 M PORTANT !

DEALEB IN

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals

-

If you want good

TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR
Or anything else
or if you Intend
Europe}, or are
friends, be sure

usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store,
to visit any part of the world (especially
sending for friends or sending money to
and call 00

JOHN GARNER,
Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Fleisclnnann ,t Co.'s
Compressed Yeast, Passenger and Exchange Agent,

TIIKliK Its NOTHING I.IKK IT.

OftTE/V 35c. _^_ BOTTLE.
Sold by all DruggitU and by the Proprietors,

The Auburn Drug and Chemical Company,
Successors to II. C. PACKARD & Co.,
AUBURN, MB.

PARK STREET, 213

LEWISTON.

DOYLE BROTHERS,
Lewiston Five Cent Store,
32-38 Lisbon Street.
Crockery, Glass Ware, Tin Ware, Toys, Notions, etc.
Wholesale and Retail.
.1. DOYLE.
•'. M. DOYLE.

THE LARGEST STOCK Of CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can he found with

FRANK KILGORE,

NEALEY & MILLER,

First-Class Carriages

Cor, Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.

K1JUNISHK1) FOB

« H I '•■■■■:11 Prices always guaranteed.

NEW + DINING*ROOMS~

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES,
At any time. All new, neat, and Hrst-Class, with
careful and gentlemanly drivers.

57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS. AT SHORT NOTICE.

D. F. LONG, .... PROPRIETOR.
Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. CATERING FOR PARTIRS A SPH.CIAI.TY. The
beat place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew.

HACK OFFICES: Gerrish's Drug Store; Residence, 107 College Street.
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.

11USINESS DIRECTOR Y.

*zm
PRINTING
* OF ALL KINDS *
EXECUTED WITH

NEATNESS

AND

DISPATCH, IN

THE HIGHEST STYLE OK THE ART,

AT THE OFFICE OF THE

rGwiston

journal.

WE MAKE A. SPECIALTY

First-Class Bookf College Printing
SUCH AS

Programmes, Catalogues, Addresses,
Sermons, Town Reports, Etc.

|g^g»

JOSEPH £lLLOTT'S
* STEEL** PENS.
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,604,351, l7o)
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

JOHN H. WHITNEY,

CHANDLER & ESTES,
DEALERS IN

(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son,)

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,

School and Miscellaneous Books,

Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

Blank Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,WindowShades, Pictures and Frames, Artists'
Materials, and Fancy Goods,
100 Lisbon Street, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

jfor Ifiee I|ure Handier

JOHN DINGLEY & CO.,

28 LISBON ST..LEWISTON.

GO TO

A.. E. HARLOW'8,

Dealers in

TBBeate, &roeeriez, Sroekerg,

Where a large stock and variety Is always on hand.

LIME, HAIR, AND CEMENT,

A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street.

86 Main Street, - - AUBURN, ME.

Tnnier * Smith,

NEW STYLES.

MURPHY,

203 Main St., and 328 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
Cake for Parties and Weddings a specialty.
Plain and Ornamental Frosting
at Short Notice.

THE

HATTER

SAMPLES AND DAMAGED SHOES
For sale CHEAP by

SIGN, GOLD HAT,

GAY, WOODMAN & CO.,

LEWISTON,

Lower Main St., Lewiston.

T. J. WRIGHT,

-

-

-

MAINE.

F. I. Day,

HACKMAN.
Hack Offices: 88 Lisbon Street, and Besi-

dence, 95 Wood Street,
Where orders should be left morning and noon.
All orders will receive prompt attention.

p*

NOT THE BEST
But just as good

ft

,

1 SkoeS

"^ AJUULJ

U-WU> iJ/frC/CJ'.

N. W. HOWARD,

COAL -A-ltflD "WOOID .

_.

DEALER IS

.

~

.

can be bought of

Lawn-Iennis uoods.

I*- C ROBBINS
As any place in the city. Directly Opposite the
' " illcC*
' and Near the Free Baptist Church,
Catholic
Church,
MAIN STREET, No. 870.

sold 52 Racquets last season, more than all
other dealers in the two cities.

COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE.

E. M. SMITH.

C. A. BRIDGE.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

1 f it fails to benefit you
when used strictly as
directed on the insido
wrapper. Try it.
Prepared by the
Norway Medicine Co.,

BRIDGE X SMITH,

Norway, Me.
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

FIN6

THE LEADING ARTICLE.

@Job |©pin(ii?gf.
•

We nre pleased to note the rapidly Increasing
sale of " Brown's Instant Belief." At the present
rate it will soon be the leading article of the kind
in the market.
COOK, EVERETT & PENNELL,
Wholesale Druggists.
Portland, Me.

LHNGMHID,

urn iiHiiuiiiii

[ and Caterer,
86 & 88 Lisbon Street.

Particular Attention Given to College Work
of all kinds.

Parties Supplied with Dessert, Wedding Cake.
Ice-Cream and Sherbets all flavors.
.Soda with all Popular Fruit Syrups.

CALL AND SEE US.

TiredBtram
HORSFORD'S ACID
Prepared according to the directions of

1'KOF.

PHOSPHATE.
B. N.

HORSFOUD.

This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mental labor,
and acts as a general tonic and vitalizer.
It rests the tired brain, and imparts
thereto new life and energy.
D. P. MCCLURE, Rantoul, 111., says:
"Very beneficial to strengthen the intellect."
DR. O. C. STOUT, Syracuse, N. Y., says:

DR.

" I gave it to one patient who was unable to transact the most ordinary business, because his brain was
tired and confused' upon the least mental exertion. Immediate benefit, and ultimate recovery followed."
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.—Be sure the word " Horsford's " is printed on the label. All others are spurious. Never
sold in bulk.

